PRESS RELEASE JEWELRY SPRING/SUMMER 2015
Define who you are this season and make a

statement with the bold new collection from
POLICE. With our range of daring, modern

designs, you’ll feel empowered to take on the

world and be noticed. From dangerous curves
to confident lines, Police has a variety of

masculine accessories guaranteed to inspire.
Assert your identity this season and become
part of the Police style revolution.

CRUISER
Waiting at the stop sign, you’re wearing Cruiser by Police, a
gnarly dog tag that growls in the face of danger. The cool thing
about this accessory is that it’s based on the design of a Ford
Mustang billet grille…a piece for guys with a laid back style.
The Cruiser is made from jet-black, ion plated steel and every
time you fasten it round your neck…man… you feel invincible.
It prepares you for anything. It just hangs there effortlessly
against your chest on a silver adjustable chain, keeping
you chilled. As the lights turn from orange to
green, the roar of the V8 engine echoes in
your chest. You grip the Cruiser in your
hand…the heat is on.
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BLESSING
Holding on to the back of the seat, your Police Blessing cross pendant
flashes in the light. The thing about this cross is that it makes you
feel protected…otherwise there’s no way you’d be hitching
a ride on this Harley. Blessing by Police give you an
edgy style and when people see it, they just know
you’re an insane dare devil. The silver cross is
made from tough, stainless steel with really cool
details at the ends. When you’re wearing it you kinda
feel invincible…hanging on a silver adjustable chain…
it reminds you to have faith. As the front wheel of the
bike lifts off the ground you feel no fear. You’re
wearing the Blessing by Police pendant and it
gives you all the protection you need.

TRUST

With Trust by Police fastened around
your neck, you’re looking fly. Tonight is
a big deal and you really hope the guys play
well. It’ll be fine…Trust by Police never lets you
down. It gives you the effortless style you need to
pull off moments like these. The rectangular pendant is
made from stainless steel and has a black leather cross
embedded in the metal…it really digs deep. The adjustable
500mm chain means this dog tag can rise to the challenge
when the moment comes…it gives you faith. Pulling the chain
tighter around your neck, you walk on stage with the guys, putting all
your trust…your future, in Police.
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SCEP TER
Leaning against the hood of your car…you have
Scepter by Police tightly wrapped
around your wrist. This bracelet
makes you feel like a king with
its smooth black beads and
polished T-bar buckle. It
comes in two different sizes
to give you the perfect

fit…making you feel like
it belongs. Man…when it’s
on your wrist you feel like the
streets are yours for the taking.
It’s a symbol of your status as the bad ass of
this city. As you slide back inside the car, you
take hold of the wheel, your Scepter bracelet boldly
declaring that it’s your game, your rules.

CREEK
You’re wearing Creek by Police on your wrist so you know it’s a
sure thing. Unlike any other bracelet you’ve seen, Creek has
a style all its own…it’s a force to be reckoned with. This jet
black accessory has been carefully woven to create an
incredible 3D finish that really brings you to life. The
best thing about Creek by Police though,
is its centrepiece…a cool silver
charm that proudly shows off the
Police logo. This little baby really
lays on the sex appeal. Approaching her as she stands by the narrow canal underneath the city…
she’s already seen your bracelet.
There’s no doubt in your mind
that tonight will be a good one.
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NEMESIS
They think you’re bluffing and with Nemesis by Police on your wrist, that’s what
you want them to think. This bracelet was designed for guys who don’t play by the
rules…it was designed for the hustler. The Nemesis comes in two tones, black and
silver and has an ion-plated magnetic buckle…ensuring you’re always well connected. It’s silver and black band is braided together…backing you up with double the
strength. As the dealer calls you to show your hand, you look down at your bracelet.
You stand up and walk away…leaving your cards face
down on the cloth. As you leave the room they
turn over your hand…a straight flush.
A piece for a true anti-hero, the
Nemesis is a bracelet for
those with two sides to
their story.
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